ATTACHMENT D

UPDATE ON BIOLOGY LABS: DESCRIPTION AND RENDERING
**Biology Renovations Description**

There are two significant efforts involved in the $7 million renovations to the biology laboratories. The first, now complete and in use, is the creation of a biology prep area and classroom at the Northeast Regional Center. The second is a comprehensive redesign of Biology Laboratories on the 3rd floor of the Main Campus West Building, now under way. This redesign addressed new strategies in pedagogy and included redefining five existing laboratory spaces to larger state-of-the-art learning environments. At the completion of this effort, we will have: 6 instructional labs; an Open Lab; faculty office suite; 2 student seminar rooms; 3 student study alcoves; 1 dedicated classroom; enhanced state-of-the-art prep area; and 1 instrument/specimen storage space.
ATTACHMENT E

REPLACEMENT OF ESCALATORS WITH FIXED STAIRS IN THE WEST BUILDING
ATTACHMENT F

PUBLIC ART IN FRONT OF THE PAVILION BUILDING